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For the past year Digitus has been struggling to produce a new version of the card that is compatible with Windows 2000 and
XP. So for the past year, we are still using a Digitus card that is not compatible with these two operating systems. I am happy to
be able to use a card that works with my equipment and I can swap between PC's with ease. Comments: Product did not work.
Install the serial card correctly, it is an.PCI card, not an.Serial card Rating: 2/5 Has run ok but does not recognize RS 232 Date:
11/19/2004 Reviewer: Doug R. The Digitus card that is specifically stated for. USB to Serial Adapter Rating: 1/5 It works but is
very clunky Date: 02/12/2005 Reviewer: Nick S. This card worked fine on. I have used it now on three machines and was quite
satisfied. I will continue to use it for. Rating: 5/5 It worked fine. Date: 07/11/2005 Reviewer: Brian T. This product worked
great for. But I have just received 2 more products for. so I'm going to have to switch my. programs over to. Now I know why it
took so long for Digitus to fix the problems with the card. So I'm ordering the same product for. But my supplier isn't sending
them until early. So I'm in a bit of a bind and may not have the. or. for a few days. So far the product has worked great on. but
I'm not sure it will on. Rating: 4/5 It worked fine. Date: 10/20/2005 Reviewer: Samuel L. This product worked fine for. I'm now
trying to get the. driver for. on. Rating: 5/5 This worked fine. Date: 04/01/2006 Reviewer: William S. For the past year Digitus
has been struggling to produce a new version of the card that is compatible with Windows 2000 and XP. So for the past year, we
are still using a Digitus card that is not compatible with these two operating systems. I am happy to be able to use a card that
works with my equipment and I can swap between PC's with ease. Rating: 1/5 Has run ok
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